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DESIGN
While the practical function is more than enought, the furniture make another 

development in terms of material, structure and shape.

It is not confined to the tradictional function. It is both elegant and comfortable 

with its human-centered principle.

Though quiet and flourishing, create distinctive sofa, the design is bound to get 

your sincerely smile, just a blink of eye, resulting the heart moved.

In the future, we will create a perfect brand for you wholeheartedly, at the same 

time in the forefront of furniture fashion, for your office life to add wonderful.

PERFORMANCE 
With models and options to 

support a variety of tasks and 

collaborative needs, 

REGINA works to bring 

consistency throughout an 

organization. 

Featuring chairs

perfect for corner offices, 

conferencing, cafeterias, 

medical centers, classrooms —

and all points in between — Very 

operates in a wide range of envi-

ronments.

base: chromed or PC metal

coque: PA grey/PA black

mesh: black/grey

upholstery: fabric - black/grey/green

family: tasks/managerial chairs

maximum weight: 190 Kg

seat depth: 420 mm

seat height: 420 - 510 mm

MATERIALS
REGINA seating is easy on the 

environment - it’s BIFMA level 3 
certified.

The family includes up to 65% 
recycled content and is up to 98% 

recyclable. 

REGINA seating can be 
disassembled and sorted for recycling. 

And, REGINA is GREENGUARD® 
certified. The REGINA seating family 
is sure to support your sustainability 

strategies and may contribute toward 
LEED® credits.
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